Enhance the teaching and learning missions of private higher education in Indiana by optimizing resources and services while strengthening leadership and professional development.

Advance Teaching and Learning Missions at Supported Organizations

Enable libraries to demonstrate relevance and value

Create Efficiencies so we can provide more services with the money we have

Increase Partnerships to Add Services and Reduce Costs

Improve Budget Accuracy and Priority Alignment

Increase PALNI Influence

Assess PALNI Tools, Services and Operations

Configure Tools to Support User Information

Cultivate Collaboration of ALL Library Staff

Improve Teaching Pedagogies and Strategy

Develop PALNI Shared Services

Develop Marketing and Outreach for PALNI and Libraries

Scan the Information Industry Environment

Develop Library Staffs’ Expertise and Understanding of User Needs

Develop Advisory Group Leadership

Clarify Current PALNI Planning, Projects, Goals and ALL Responsibilities